Bacteria-plasmid associations can be mutualistic or antagonistic depending on the strength of positive selection for plasmid-encoded genes, with contrasting outcomes for plasmid stability. In mutualistic environments, plasmids are swept to high frequency by positive selection, increasing the likelihood of compensatory evolution to ameliorate the plasmid cost, which promotes long-term stability. In antagonistic environments, plasmids are purged by negative selection, reducing the probability of compensatory evolution and driving their extinction. Here we show, using experimental evolution of Pseudomonas fluorescens and the mercury-resistance plasmid, pQBR103, that migration promotes plasmid stability in spatially heterogeneous selection environments. Specifically, migration from mutualistic environments, by increasing both the frequency of the plasmid and the supply of compensatory mutations, stabilized plasmids in antagonistic environments where, without migration, they approached extinction. These data suggest that spatially heterogeneous positive selection, which is common in natural environments, coupled with migration helps to explain the stability of plasmids and the ecologically important genes that they encode.
Introduction
Conjugative plasmids are semi-autonomous mobile genetic elements that have control over their own replication and transmission, but rely on the bacterial cell for their propagation [1] . Because plasmids often carry accessory genes encoding ecologically important traits-such as toxin resistance, novel metabolic functions or virulence factors [2] -they play an important role in bacterial adaptation and genome evolution through horizontal gene transfer. However, the ubiquity of plasmids is difficult to explain. Plasmid acquisition is often costly for host cells, owing to the biosynthetic demand placed upon the cell and the disruption of cellular homeostasis [3, 4] . The benefits of plasmid encoded traits meanwhile are often context dependent and only beneficial to the bacterial host under specific environmental conditions. Thus, interactions between plasmids and bacteria form a context-dependent parasitism -mutualism continuum [5, 6] . In environments where the benefits conferred by plasmidencoded traits outweigh the costs of plasmid carriage, the interaction is mutualistic [5, 6] . Where these costs are not offset by the benefits of plasmid-encoded traits, plasmids are parasitic and the interaction is antagonistic [5, 6] . The ecological population dynamics of plasmids are dependent on the balance of these costs and benefits: plasmids will be maintained at higher frequencies in mutualistic environments owing to positive selection. In antagonistic environments, plasmids which do not have sufficiently high rates of infectious transmission will be purged by purifying selection potentially leading to extinction of the plasmid and, concomitantly, reduced evolutionary potential for the bacterial community.
Compensatory evolution to ameliorate the cost of plasmid carriage can rescue plasmids from extinction by weakening purifying selection [5, 7] . Compensatory evolution has been observed repeatedly in bacteria-plasmid co-culture studies and is therefore believed to be an important determinant of plasmid population dynamics [5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Recent theory shows that compensatory evolution is more likely to occur in mutualistic environments because plasmids are at higher frequency for longer periods of time, increasing the probability that compensation mutations will arise [13, 15] . We predicted, therefore, that under spatially heterogeneous positive selection, migration from mutualistic to antagonistic patches will stabilize plasmids across the entire landscape through an eco-evolutionary mechanism, whereby immigrants increase both the frequency of the plasmid and the supply of compensatory mutations ameliorating the plasmid cost.
The interaction between the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 [16] and its conjugative plasmid, pQBR103 [17] , forms a context-dependent parasitism-mutualism continuum. Plasmid carriage imposes a large fitness cost on the host cell, but this cost is progressively outweighed by the fitness benefit of plasmid-encoded mercury resistance at higher concentrations of toxic Hg(II), creating a fitness gradient from strongly negative to strongly positive selection [5, 6] . We previously showed that P. fluorescens can ameliorate the cost of plasmid carriage through compensatory mutations targeting the GacA/GacS global regulatory system [5] . While parallel compensatory evolution was observed across the entire parasitism-mutualism continuum, it occurred with higher likelihood and at a faster rate in mutualistic environments. Since GacA/GacS positively regulates a well-characterized suite of secreted proteins we are able to track compensatory evolution dynamics through time using simple phenotypic assays for protease production [18] .
Thus, we have developed a tractable experimental system that allows us to simultaneously follow the ecological dynamics of plasmid prevalence and the evolutionary dynamics of compensatory mutation in real-time. Here, we test how the spatial heterogeneity of positive selection and migration rate interact to determine plasmid stability through their joint effects on plasmid frequency and compensatory evolution dynamics.
Material and methods
Experimental populations were established using isogenic strains of the bacteria P. fluorescens SBW25 with and without the mercury resistance plasmid, pQBR103. Strain SBW25-Gm carries a gentamicin resistance marker and strain SBW25-Sm-lacZ carries both a streptomycin resistance marker and the lacZ gene. Antibiotic markers were used to introduce the plasmid by conjugation [19] and the lacZ gene was used to distinguish between strains when spread on to media containing X-gal. Populations were grown in 30 ml glass vials in 6 ml Kings B broth shaking at 288C.
Six replicate populations were established for each treatment. Experimental treatments consisted of three mercury selection 'landscapes' and three immigration rates in a factorial design, with the addition of two control treatments which experienced no immigration (figure 1). Experimental landscapes consisted of a focal 'patch', which was represented by a 6 ml sub-population initiated with 50 : 50 plasmid-containing and plasmid-free SBW25-Gm, and a source patch, represented by a 6 ml sub-population of 50 : 50 plasmid-containing and plasmid-free SBW25-SmlacZ. The three mercury selection landscapes consisted of a heterogeneous landscape with a mutualistic (40 mM HgCl 2 ) source patch and an antagonistic (0 mM HgCl 2 ) focal patch, and rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180324 two homogeneous landscapes: purely antagonistic (0 mM HgCl 2 in both patches) and purely mutualistic (40 mM HgCl 2 in both patches). All populations were propagated by serial transfer every two days. For each replicate population, 60 ml of the source sub-population was transferred directly to a fresh microcosm while focal sub-populations were first mixed with bacteria from their source sub-population at three rates of immigration (0.1, 1 and 10%) and then transferred (figure 1). Carry-over of HgCl 2 from mutualistic source patches owing to migration is expected to be negligible. The mer operon provides resistance through detoxification of Hg(II) into the less toxic Hg(0) which evaporates. After approximately 6 h the supernatant of plasmid-containing cultures is non-toxic to plasmid-free sensitive cells, suggesting that the concentration of Hg(II) is already substantially reduced (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). Control populations, with no immigration, were established at either 0 mM or 40 mM HgCl 2 .
Populations were evolved for 24 transfers (approx. 180 bacterial generations). Every transfer for the first 12 transfers, and thereafter every two transfers, samples of the focal sub-populations were spread on to skimmed milk agar (10% milk powder in KB agar) containing 20 mg ml 21 X-gal with and without 20 mM HgCl 2 . Skimmed milk agar was used to identify the spontaneous appearance of GacA/S compensatory mutations, as the GacA/S regulator controls the production of exoprotease [20] . Colonies positive for GacA/S function can be distinguished by a zone of clearing around the colony. X-gal was used to distinguish immigrant (blue) and resident (white) bacteria. Milk plates supplemented with X-gal therefore allowed us to estimate the total population density, the frequency of immigrants and residents and their GacA/S status, while milk plates supplemented with X-gal and mercury allowed us to estimate the proportions of these genotypes which contained the plasmid.
All analyses were conducted in the R statistical package (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) using endpoint data (from transfer 24) unless specified. Data were analysed with ANOVA and further interrogated using planned contrasts, defined using the 'contrasts' package, allowing specific comparisons between treatments. Where used, specific contrasts are specified in lowercase capital letters.
Results
To determine the effects of spatial heterogeneity of positive selection and migration rate on plasmid population dynamics we tracked plasmid frequencies in focal patches over time. In control populations that were propagated without immigration, plasmids persisted in all populations but rapidly declined to very low frequencies in antagonistic patches, consistent with the high cost of plasmid carriage (figure 2a). With migration, we observed interactive effects of selection landscape and migration rate on plasmid frequency in focal patches (figure 2a,b; landscape Â migration rate: F 2,48 ¼ 14.81, p , 0.001). This was driven by variation in response to migration between the heterogeneous treatment and the two homogeneous treatments (landscape [homogeneous(i.e. mutualistic þ antagonistic) vs heterogeneous] Â migration rate: t ¼ 5.405, p , 0.001). In homogeneous landscapes, plasmid frequencies in focal patches varied according to the strength of positive selection, such that they were higher in mutualistic compared to antagonistic landscapes (figure 2b; landscape [mutualistic vs antagonistic] : t ¼ 9.89, p , 0.001), but did not vary with migration rate (landscape [mutualistic vs antagonistic] Â migration rate: t ¼ 20.65, p ¼ 0.52). In the heterogeneous landscape, however, plasmid frequency increased in antagonistic focal patches with increasing migration rate (figure 2b). While at the lowest migration rate, the plasmid frequency was similar to those observed in antagonistic focal patches within homogeneous landscapes (landscape rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180324 stability was enhanced by higher migration rates under spatially heterogeneous positive selection, whereas migration had no effect on plasmid frequency in spatially homogeneous selection environments.
To determine the dynamics of compensatory evolution in focal patches, we tracked the frequency of the protease negative phenotype associated with mutated gacA/gacS loci of P. fluorescens SBW25. Protease negative phenotypes appeared rapidly in all populations regardless of treatment (figure 2a; landscape: F 2,50 ¼ 0.36, p ¼ 0.702, migration rate: F 1,50 ¼ 2.66, p ¼ 0.110), and swept to high frequency among plasmidbearers (68-100% of mercury resistant colonies were protease negative at transfer-24; figure 2a), indicating that compensatory evolution played a key role in the survival of the plasmid in our experiment. We next estimated the proportion of immigrant genotypes among the plasmid-bearers in focal patches. Immigrant and resident genotypes were distinguished using the lacZ marker. Although the lacZ marked strain appears to have had a slight fitness advantage over the unlabelled strain, the response to migration rate differed significantly between homogeneous and heterogeneous treatments (landscape [homogeneous vs heterogeneous] Â migration rate: t ¼ 5.41, p , 0.001). In both types of homogeneous landscape, the proportion of immigrant plasmid-bearers in focal patches increased with the rate of migration (figure 2c; migration rate [homogeneous only] : F ¼ 111.883, p , 0.001) with no significant difference between treatments (landscape [mutualistic vs antagonistic] : t ¼ 1.151, p ¼ 0.256). By contrast, in the heterogeneous landscape, immigrant plasmid-bearers comprised of more than 90% of the plasmidbearing population regardless of the migration rate (migration rate [heterogeneous only] : F ¼ 0.517, p ¼ 0.482). Taken together, these data suggest that plasmid stability in antagonistic focal patches under spatially heterogeneous positive selection required the immigration from mutualistic patches of plasmid-bearing genotypes that had acquired compensatory mutations.
Discussion
Using a tractable bacteria-plasmid model system, where the ecological plasmid population dynamics and the compensatory evolution dynamics can be jointly tracked in real-time, we show that migration stabilized plasmids under spatially heterogeneous positive selection by simultaneously increasing both the plasmid frequency and the supply of compensatory mutations. This adds to our understanding of the key role for compensatory evolution in plasmid stability, illustrating how ecological context can enhance this evolutionary process within heterogeneous environments. The likelihood of compensatory evolution, and thus plasmid survival, increases with the strength and frequency of positive selection [15] , and, as shown here, with the rate of immigration from subpopulations experiencing positive selection. Spatial heterogeneity is widely thought to be a common feature of the environments bacterial communities inhabit across a wide range of ecological scales. Spatially structured environments, such as soils, are likely to contain heterogeneous microenvironments with localized patches of positive selection [21, 22] . Indeed, positive selection for plasmid-encoded traits can vary at the mm scale, creating microscale population structure [23] that may be overlooked by less sensitive measurement approaches. Even low rates of migration in spatially heterogeneous selection landscapes can spread beneficial mutations from localized hotspots of positive selection to facilitate adaptation across the entire landscape [24] [25] [26] . At larger spatial scales, antibiotic use in hospitals and farms will create hotspots of positive selection for resistance plasmids, leading to higher plasmid frequencies and higher rates of compensatory evolution. Emigration of compensated plasmid-bearers from these environments, e.g. via waste-water systems [27] , spreads not just the antibiotic resistance genes carried by the plasmid, but also bacterial lineages able to maintain plasmids in the absence of antibiotics with minimal fitness cost. By acting as plasmid 'sources' in their new communities, these lineages could maintain community-wide access to the mobile gene pool [28] . Thus, the joint ecoevolutionary effects of migration on plasmid frequency and compensatory evolution could help to explain why resistance plasmids are so commonly isolated from uncontaminated environments [29] .
Our work has shown that compensatory mutations arise rapidly and have the potential to spread widely. We have previously shown that compensatory evolution is more likely to evolve in environments where plasmids are under positive selection [15] . Here we extend this to show that the invasion of compensatory evolution need not be limited by the prevailing local environment if migration increases the supply of compensatory mutations. Within our experimental system compensatory mutations occur at relatively high frequency as the gacA/gacS loci are known to have an elevated mutation rate [30] . Thus, because compensatory mutations arose in all focal patches, an effect of migration on plasmid frequency could not be detected at the lowest migration rate. The frequency of compensated plasmid-carrying genotypes was, however, significantly increased by higher migration rates in environments with heterogeneous positive selection. For alternative mechanisms of compensation with lower mutation rates we would expect even low rates of migration to enhance the spread of compensatory mutations.
However, the success of plasmid-bearing emigrants in new environments may be limited by context-dependent effects of the compensatory mutations themselves. For example, compensatory mutations targeting the GacA/S global regulatory system prevent expression of a large set of bacterial secreted proteins which are important for competitive interactions with other microbes [31, 32] , protection from predators [33] and virulence against eukaryotic hosts [34] . In extreme cases, compensatory mutations can be costly in the absence of the plasmid even in the environment where they evolved [35] . Similarly, some compensatory mutations are beneficial only in the absence of positive selection [36, 37] , for example where the cost of the plasmid is linked to the expression of its beneficial trait [38] ; under this scenario the effects of migration on the spread of compensatory mutations may be limited. Thus, pleiotropic effects of compensatory mutations may lead to compensated emigrants being at a disadvantage in their new environment, limiting their dissemination. Additionally, compensatory evolution could effectively 'lock' bacteria-by reducing the strength of purifying selection-into associations with plasmids that are not beneficial under local environmental conditions, a scenario akin to symbiont addiction [39] . This could be detrimental to the lineage's long-term evolvability, because it would prevent acquisition of alternative plasmids from the same incompatibility group [40] , limiting access to the mobile gene pool.
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Plasmids are the principal mobile genetic elements driving horizontal gene transfer in bacterial communities and, thus, plasmid stability is an important determinant of bacterial evolution. Environments without positive selection for plasmid-encoded functions have a greater degree of plasmid horizontal transmission [41] and of interspecific gene mobilization [42] . Thus, by boosting plasmid residence times in these environments through jointly increasing both the frequency of plasmids and the supply of compensatory mutations, migration could enhance rates of horizontal gene transfer in bacterial communities.
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